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Woodrow Wilson visiting fellow:

D a n ie l G aby recom m ends a balance
betw een specialization and lib e ra l arts
By Lillyanne McCleane
Staff Writer

Daniel M. Gaby, chairperson of Keyes Martin Gaby Linnet
Advertising, is the visiting Woodrow Wilson Fellow this semester.

Mr. Daniel M. Gaby, visiting
Woodrow Wilson Fellow, en
couraged students to pursue a
well-balanced education to pre
pare for future careers in an
interview on Tuesday, Nov. 15.
Gaby said that instead of
choosing between a liberal arts
degree and a more specialized
degree, students should balance
the two areas of study.
“People who really advance
today are people who look at
things from a broad perspec
tive,” Gaby said. “These people
figure out how their decisions
fit into the large picture.”
These people have usually
taken elective courses in the arts
and humanities in addition to
their specialization, according
to Gaby.

Hom eless’s future is getting worse
Participants at this year's first
Public Policy Forum titled
"Homeless to Home: Building
a Path”, on Thursday, Nov. 14.
were warned that the future of
Am erica’s homeless is only
getting worse.
In his opening speech, MSC’s
Acting President Dr. Richard
Lynde said of this year’s forum
that it had attracted the largest
audience of all such events.
He called homelessness “a
problem of national impor
tance” and “intolerable” in such
a productive country as the U.S.
Moderator Dr. William Ber
lin said that hopefully the
conference would reinforce “a
sense of commitment and of
action” in the audience.
A panel of five experts in
cluded Assemblyman David
Schwartz, who was the keynote
speaker. Schwartz is a Rutgers
political science professor and
author of A New Housing
Policy fo r America: Recon
structing the American Dream.
“Homelessness is America’s
future unless we act and act
positively. We have three mil
lion homeless citizens in the
U.S. A mild recession next year
will triple the number of home
less people.”
Schwartz said that in this

Gaby said that public rela
tions material is the reason
people buy magazines. “You
don’t buy a publication for the
ads,” he said, “ you buy it for
the articles.” A public relations
firm must persuade the editor
to weave the message of their
client into the article, Gaby said.
Advertisements are totally
controlled by advertising firms,
according to Gaby. “Advertis
ing is less credible than public
relations material,” Gaby said.
The public knows the ads are
trying to sell a product, he said.

“Television has been the most
effective form of advertising
since the development of color
T. V.,” said Gaby. “It reaches the
broadest audience.”
Computers select the medium
that a company should use for
an ad, according to Gaby. The
research department finds a
target audience and the compu
ters decide where, when and
how the ad should run.
The advertisements used dur
ing the presidential campaign
were disgraceful, according to
Gaby. “The ultimate goal of
advertising must be the truth,”
said Gaby.
“Their ultimate goal was to
frighten people into voting for
George Bush,” Gaby said.
Gaby added it was the most
disgraceful, dangerous situation
he had ever seen. “It was a
deliberate effort to manipulate
people’s fears,” he said.

Inside The Montclarion:

Public Policy Forum:

By Carl Chase
Staff Writer

Gaby is chairman of both
Keyes M artin Gaby Linnet
Advertising and Keyes Martin
Public Relations, sister com
panies that form Keyes Martin
& Co. Keyes Martin is New
Jersey's largest public relations
and advertising firm.

decade, for the first time since
WWII, the number of home
owners has actually declined
because of the federal govern
ment’s withdrawal from hous
ing programs.
“The [Reagan] administra
tion cut to zero all new construc
tion assistance. Housing for
senior citizens has also been cut,
and the pipeline that once
supplied rental housing has
dried up due to tax reform,” he
said.
He added that this rental
crisis was aggravated by “racist”
municipal zoning that elimi
nates rooming houses.
Schwartz quoted The Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King, J.r. in
his closing remarks: “The late
Dr. Martin Luther King said,
T o o much analysis leads to
paralysis.’ We know what needs
to be done,” he said.
Also on the panel was Hunter
College Social Work Professor
M ichael Fabricant, who is
treasurer of The National Coa
lition for the Homeless and
founding/board member of the
New Jersey Right to Housing
group.
Fabricant said the process of
“empowerment” is crucial to
people’s ultimate well-being.
“Most agencies tend to disempower because they convey

a sense of reaction, of punish
ment. suspicion and hostility.
We must begin empowering
ourselves and the homeless
individual” to deal with the
individual case in a spirit of
cooperation, he said.
“The point of the process is
that we let them know that they
are expected to succeed in
mobilizing themselves” to take
control of their lives. He said
any real progress will have to
begin at the lowest level of
society and work its way up.
David Sciarra, a New Jersey
Public Advocate’s Office attor
ney, said the key issue according
to his office is whether people
in New Jersey have a legal right
to housing, under the state’s
constitution.
He criticized the govern
m ent’s policy targeting the
emergency shelter program.
“The state’s policy has been
driven by the notion that the
hotels are at fault. The emphasis
has been on getting the families
out of motels by any means.”
That too, often does not lead
to an acceptable alternative, he
said.
Sciarra said We should be
providing shelters that can be
converted into permanent hous
ing.
Another panelist, Nancy Zak,
representing The Ironbound
Com m unity
C orporation
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A dvising system fails
to meet expectations
By Virginia DelGado
Staff Writer
A new student advising sys
tem implemented three years
ago has failed to meet up to the
campus community’s expecta
tions, said Dr. Carl Snipes,
director of academic advising,
in a recent interview.
Snipes said that he did not
find it surprising that the ad
vising system is inadequate.
A new advising system went
into effect on May 14, 1985, and
was inherently flawed from the
start, said Snipes. In the new
system, faculty members advise
students who have a declared
major. In the old system, pro
fessional employees advised
students.
According to Snipes, the
system is unfair to both students
and faculty. Students are inade

quately assisted because of
inexperienced advisors and
difficult working schedules, he
said.
He added that the faculty
members who advise have an
increasingly heavy workload
and are not compensated for
their extra work efforts.
The advising system prior to
this one was quite effective,
Snipes said.
The system was changed, he
said, because it was believed
that students would prefer being
advised by faculty members
once they had decided on a
major.
The change was expected to
improve student retention, he
added.
Snipes said that the new
program was considered to be
more cost effective because it
would reduce the amount of
Cont. on p. 4
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R athskeller’s future rem ains uncertain
By Amber Smith
Staff Writer
Despite rumors of its closing,
the Rathskeller will remain
open and will continue to serve
alcohol, college officials say.
In a recent meeting, college
adm inistrators discussed the
future prospects of the Raths
keller, commonly referred to as
the Rat, in the college commun
ity. Administrators have sus
pended guest privileges for
MSC students for the remaind
er of the semester.
According to officials, several
violent incidents this semester
led to the decision. One incident
involved the assault of a campus
police officer by a non-MSC
student while checking I.D.
Because the fights have in
volved outside students, “tem
porary suspension of guest
priv ileges for MSC students” is

in effect, according to Douglass
Blackburn, Chief Operating
Officer of Faculty-Student Co
op. Faculty-Student Co-op is
partly responsible for the Rat’s
operation.
Blackburn said these types of
decisions are made on a case by
case basis.
“The objective is to have
students take responsibility for
their own behavior,” said Black
burn.
SGA President Tommy Mergola agrees with the decision. “I
agree with the suspension,” he
said. “Otherwise, the Rat would
have lost its entire alcohol
privilege. I think it’s a fair
decision.”
MSC students were asked
about their opinions on the
suspenion of guest privileges at
the Rat.
“It really sucks,” said Sanjay
Kaul, building manager at the
Rat. “I don’t want MSC stu-

have occurred at the facility this
the main responsibility of ondents to suffer because of out
semester.
duty officers at the Rat is to
side students.”
“We’ve had officers that were
provide security, not to check
Robin Bach, an MSC alum
assaulted. We can’t have that
na, said the adm inistrators
identification.
because they protect the people
should use another safeguard
on this campus,” he said.
for the Rat.
Because of the frequent issu
“I still have friends here, and
ance of false I.D.’s on the Rat’s
if I wanted to go with them on
premises, the Rat management
a Thursday night, I wouldn’t be
is planning to tighten and secure
able to because of the suspen
I.D. regulations, according to
sion,” she said.
Philip Calitre, director of Cam
Jill Belverio, a student em
pus Police. Management also
ployee at the facility, said the
plans to beef up security.
suspension is an excellent idea,
Calitre said the Rat may have
but business is on the decline.
outside persons checking stu
Edw ard M artin, dean of
dent I.D.’s in the future. He said
students, said the Rat should
not be closed down. Martin (njjnj (oJ|n|(nJ(B|(B|(nJ(Bj(nJ(nJ(n|(nJ|B||nJ[nJ|oJ(cJ(Bj(nJ(nJ|Bj|nJ|nJ
suggested the use of “mocktails”
as an alternative to alcoholic
D
D
beverages. He also suggested
D
D
alternative uses for the Rat as
D
D
a social outlet for all students,
m
D
including students who don’t
m
drink.
D
Martin said he was unhappy
d
D
about the violent incidents that
no
D
m
D
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you can find the answer at UPS .
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Treat your hair to
something new
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M ysterious m asturbator
strikes again at library
llllllllllllll!lllllllllll«
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Security
-Cor Alarms
-Car Stereo systems
-Radar Detectors
-Cellular Phones
-Window Tinting
Sales Installation
Michael R. 2564507
Cric R. 256-9031
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By Gail Pietranera
Correspondent
A student sitting on the
second floor of the library on
Nov. 13 between 5:30 and 7:30
p.m., complained of a man who
sat near her and stared at her.
He was apparently masturbat
ing. He then sat down next to
her and apologized for bother
ing her.
Campus Security searched
the library but could not find
the man. A description given by
the student indicated that the
man involved is the same one
jagainst whom complaints have
been filed previously.
An unidentified wom an
called Campus Security on Nov.
5 to report two males who were
¡suspiciously riding around lots
20 and 21 in a white car.
When approached by the
police they said they were on
campus to attend a party. The
campus police discovered two

STUDENTS!
PART-TIME BANKING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Advisement

tires and four hubcaps which
were stolen from a car located
in the same lot in the back seat
of their car.
The two males admitted to
stealing the parts and com
plaints were filed against both
of them.
While a student was walking
across the Clove Road bridge
on Nov. 11 between 2:30 and
3:00 p.m., a green pick-up truck
approached her, and a male
from the vehicle shouted obs
cenities at her. The men and the
licence plate of the car were not
identified.
A student resident was as
saulted by her boyfriend on
Nov. 10 at 5:00 p.m. He alleged
ly pushed her down and kicked
her after they had an argument.
No complaint was filed against
him.
On Nov. 9 in lot 14, a tire
was slashed on a 1981 Toyota
Corolla belonging to a faculty
member.
On the same day, in lot 26,
a 1985 Mazda RX7 was stolen.
On Nov. 4, a 1979 Oldsmobile
Cutlass was broken into and
two speakers and six cassettes
were stolen. Entry was gained
through the rear window vent.
A 1988 Volkswagen Fox
parked in lot 22 on Nov. 7 was
broken into between 4:00 and
10:00 p.m. Stereo equipment
was stolen.

Cont. from p. 1
professional advisors.
One anonymous student
said that his advisor was
unavailable, uninterested,
and overall was not helpful.
Another student said that
her advisor had been
changed various times and in
some instances the new ad
visor was unaware of her
requirements, unable to as
sist in the choice of courses,
and often did not show up
for appointments.
A committee judging the
effectiveness of the academic
advising program will be
formed before the end of the
fall semester, Snipes said.
Until a report is completed
and presented it can not be
determined whether or not
the system will change,
Snipes said.

FREE CATALOG
o f G overnm ent Books
Send fo r your copy today!
Free C atalog
Box 37000
Washington D C 20013-7000
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WORK CLOSE TO HOME IN OUR NEW
R0SELAND BRANCH

LOWEST PRICES
FASTEST SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAVS

OPENING MID-DECEMBER
HOURS W ILL BE 2-6 P.M.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARI
PAID TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
CAN EARN UP TO $150 PER WEEK
AND RECEIVE
TUITION ASSISTANCE OF UP TO
$1000 PER VEAR
CALL MARIA AT 267-6439 EOE

RESUMES'REPORTS'THESES
ENGINEERING'MEDICM-'LEGM.
mi

WE TEACH LOTUS”
CAF WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE
3 6 8 -3 9 3 4
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If youïe a fun-loving team player,come join
our P.M. SHIFT:

♦LINE COOKS
$7-9 per hour
*WAIT A N D HOST STAFF
Positions are also available
on the AM SHIFT FOR WAIT STAFF

NATIONAL COMMUNITY BANK OF NEW
JERSEV
100 HANOVER AVE.,
CEDAR KNOLLS, N.J. 07927

You’ll receive great wages & benefits, as
well as thorough training and a terrific work
environment
APPLY IN PERSON DAILY

Ï

HOULIHAN’S
Rte. 46 West, % mile West
of Willowbrook Mall in Fairfield 808-1300
equal opportunity employer m /f
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Future o f the homeless
Cont. from p. 1
(ICC), said other structural
causes must be addressed.
“Apartments illegally held off
the market, condos being built,
Housing and Urban Develop
ment buildings charging fortyto-sixty-percent increases year
ly, and what do they do? They
start blowing up buildings,” she
said.

Viel'ïîS'Vfi

anA^eÎVC
^ « no

According to Zak, Newark
Housing Authority (NHA) det
onated 6000 housing units this
year. A class action suit was
filed against them by ICC and
numerous other organizations
and individuals including The
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Peo
ple and New Jersey Right To
Housing.

l 9 6 ? n r « * i £ n<‘*
F ° r c a t vTTVf , t

>0.1*

Zak said one councilman
called the Newark policy a
“declaration of war on poor
people” and urged those present
to write letters to NHA director

tnet a 9 eivei>tne r
LTTve

Milton Buck, Newark Mayor
Sharpe James and to all legis
lators for whom they could vote.
Four workshops followed the
panelists’ speeches. Sciarra,
who is a legal expert, told a
group there are some good laws
on the books.
One law requires any school
district to arrange transporta
tion for students who are forced
to move to another district, so
they need not miss any school,
he said. “But the law is different
from the reality in communi
ties,” he said.
Berlin, in his closing remarks,
said, “On a political level the
workshops seemed to agree that
we all can and should change
the system so that it is dedicated
to providing affordable hous
ing. Collective action makes a
big difference.”
Follow-up conferences are
scheduled at MSC for March
8, and at Seton Hall University
for April 14.

iar Thursday,
a public telesc
t is held from i

OPENS NOVEMBER 18TH

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th

MEN’S AND CO-REC
-A TWO WEEKTOURNAM ENT
THAT S1LC 1DOULD LIKE TO SÏÏEAK III FOR FALL
S iq n UP EARL1) AT THE SILC OFFICE (RITI. 121 STUDEUT CEUTER AUUEX)
OR AT THE FIELD HOUSEI
RULES AUD SCHEDULES 1D1LL EE qiUETl OUT
DECEUIEER 1 s t AT THE OPEU q y m .
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Is your Christmas
list getting longer?
Then maybe it’s time you plan ahead to make some extra
money to help pay off your holiday shopping bills.
ADP, the world’s leading computing services company, has
several full and part time temporary positions
available in its Clifton facility.
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Clerical Assistant—Full Time—Days.
Responsibilities include typing, filing, answering telephones and
calling our clients.

Now is the season for big
savings on your college
ring. Order now, opt for
March delivery, and you
can save as much as $75.00
on a gold ArtCarved ring.
It’s your opportunity to
own a ring of the finest
style and quality, backed
by the ArtCarved Full
Lifetime Warranty. At a
price you’ll thank us for.
Don't miss it!

Inventory Clerks—Full Time—Days & Nights. You’ll be
responsible for pulling stock, opening cartons, coding stock and
heavy lifting, among other duties that are involved with this
position.
Final Inspection Clerks—Full Time—Days & Evenings.
Working in this final stage of our payroll operation, you will be
responsible for sorting, packaging and labeling our completed
computerized payrolls.
The above positions and more will be available starting early
December through January. The salaries are competitive and we
offer a shift differential.
If you’d like to join our list before you ’’tackle" your Christmas
list, stop by our Personnel Department on Monday, November
28, or Tuesday, November 29, between 10am-4pm to find out
about the many opportunities we have available. If unable to
stop by, please call us for more information at (201) 472-1000,
ext. 2756. Automatic Data Processing, 405 Route 3, Clifton, NJ
07015. An equal opportunity employer.

The Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
The Reward You Deserve.

598 Valley Road, Upper Montclair
201-746-5600

Nov. 28-30
Dec. 1
Date
© 1988 ArtCarved Class Rings.

10-5 p.m.
10-7 p.m.
Time

Student
Center Lobby
Place
D ep o s it R eq u ired

Serving all the travel needs for MSC

ROUNDS
TRAVEL SERVICE. INC.

Conservation Club sponsors
sixth annual Earth Care day
By Laura Lawson
Staff Writer
Three hundred students from
16 Northern New Jersey high
schools attended the sixth an
nual “Earth Care ’89” on Tues
day, Nov. 15.
The program was organized
and coordinated by the Youth
Environmental Society (YES)
in conjunction with the Conser
vation Club and several New
Jersey legislators.
According to Executive Di
rector of YES Patty Wish, YES
is a non-profit organization,
established 13 years ago by
environmentalist groups from
MSC, Stockton State College
and Rutgers University.
The purpose of YES is to
educate today’s youth regarding
environmental issues, and pro
vide information and assistance

through which “they have the
necessary for student^ to take
opportunity to meet key envir
initiative in forming blubs or
onmentalists in the state,” which
action groups at the hign school
may lead to internship possib
and college levels, Wish said.
ilités.
YES will provide educational
programs, informed speakers,
The purpose of the program,
lists of relevant films, and other
according to Wish, is to “First,
resources in order to give stu
introduce high school students
dents an understanding of en
to environmental issues, saying
vironmental issues, she added.
This is a problem’ in unbiased,
non-technical terms, and second
Participants were able to
to motivate them to become
attend three 45 minute seminars
active in environmental issues.”
and questions were encouraged.
The seminars dealt with various
In his closing statement, Alex
environmental issues.
Stecyna, Conservation Club
According to Wish, “There is , treasurer, said that he hoped the
a great gap of knowledge and
program “makes you more
need for environmental educa
aware of the issues and what
tion in the high schools.”
you can do.”
Wish said that the program
A ttending students from
is an educational process for
Montclair Academy said, “We
high school students precipitat can probably make a difference:
ing “the beginning of action” each person adds up. We pass
and for college students, “an on information. It has to start
organizational
process” somewhere.”

R at incident explained
By Perry Del Vecchio
Staff Writer________________
The altercation at the Rat on
Nov. 4 was explained by the
Dean of Students, Dr. Martin,
at last night’s SGA meeting.
He said that 400-500 people
were present at the Rat for a
Sigma Phi Rho event. Although
campus police called it a riot,
there were no arrests, no injuries
and no property damage report
ed.
Due to a minor incident, the
guests were asked to leave the
Rat earlier than expected. Fol
lowing normal procedures, the
campus police called for assist
ance, Martin said.
Police officers from nearby
towns answered the request. A
riot is an overstatement of what

happened considering only four
to five were involved, he said.
The Ice Hockey, Koei Kan
Karate, Martial Arts, Ski Race,
Bowling, and Women’s Soccer
clubs were decharted last night.
This action was taken be
cause they are no longer gov
erned by the SGA, but are
considered part of the Athletic
Department.
The SGA passed a bill urging
the college administration to
take a closer look at the parking
situation and the purchase of a
new shuttle bus to provide
better and more frequent trans
portation for the students.
In order for the administra
tion to address student concern,
the bill will be submitted for
their review.
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Counselor discusses alcoholism

LSAT G M A T M C A T • G R E • I)A T

Alcohol is the number two
killer in the nation, but most
people don’t realize it because
the deaths are usually labeled
under other categories, said a
counselor for the N ational
Council on Alcoholism at a
lecture in the Drop-In Center
on October 26.

SOUND TOO GOOD
TO BE TRUE?

Fifty percent of all fatal
accidents and more than SO
percent of all violent crimes are
alcohol related, according to the
counselor. The most devastat
ing aspect of these statistics, he
said, is that alcoholics not only
destroy their own lives, but that
they destroy the lives of inno
cent people as well.

CALL
BAR/BRI Professional Testing Centers

•

• 8 0 0

777 • e x a m

PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

The smarter thing to do.
2 l2

*

According to the counselor,
the middle stage of alcoholism
is characterized by some, but
not necessarily all of the follow
ing symptoms: increased drink
ing and isolation, blackouts,
frequent vomiting, sexual dys
function (in men), mood swings,
rectal bleeding, and additional
drug use accompanied with
drinking.

The counselor, who wished to
remain anonymous, said that he
is a recovering alcoholic him
self.

T hen, call our bluff.
i

The counselor said that den
ying a drinking problem and
becoming defensive or making
excuses for drinking are also
signs of alcoholism.

By Sharon Longinetti
Correspondent______________

* Incredibly low
introductory price
* Our most experienced
instmctor
* Extensive, expert counseling
available
* Complete, convenient tape
library facilities
* Top 20% repeat guarantee

The early stage of alcoholism
is characterized by an increase
in alcohol consumption, he said.
Another sign of alcoholism is
the lack of control over one’s
alcohol consumption, he said.
It is a definite warning signal
when a person can’t stop drink
ing until he/she is drunk.

643 * T E S T

1 • 800 • 777 • exam

He also said that a dry/drunk
syndrome often accompanies
the middle stage of alcoholism.
He explained that this syn
drome is characterized by an
individual acting drunk regard
less of whether he/she had
consumed alcohol or not.
The counselor said it is im
portant to get help for alcohol
ics before they enter into the
final stage of alcoholism-death.
The counselor said that al
coholism is a progressive dis
ease. It is the most untreated,
yet the most treatable disease in
the nation.

The counselor said that the
best way to deal with an alco
holic is directly.
Being honest with an alcohol
ic is the best approach, accord
ing to the counselor. If a person
stops drinking openly, when
confronted, it is a positive sign,
but not a cure-all, he stressed.
Alcoholics can stop drinking,
often for long periods of time,
but as soon as they start again,
they are no better off, he said.
The counselor said this occur
rence is called progression.
Alcoholism is not a curable
disease, but alcoholics can
recover. The counselor said it
is important to offer support
and find immediate help for an
alcoholic. Alcoholics Anonym
ous (A.A.) is a good program
to begin recovery, he said.
A.A. holds over 200 meetings
in the M ontclair area each
month. Some of these meetings
are open to the general public
and the counselor urged that
anyone who is interested should
attend an open meeting.
The Drop-In Center has in
formation on A.A. meetings.
Call 893-5271 or stop by the
Drop-In Center, which is open
24 hours a day.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
AND
SIGMA PHI RI IO
THURSDAY, NOV. 17th
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ALPHA p h i o m e g a
SIGMA PHI RHO
CANNED FOOD DRIVE
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BRING DO NATIONS
TO
APO OFFICE
STUDENT CENTER
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"Let us give thanks to Lord, for He is good.
The earth has yielded its fruits,
God, our God, has blessed us!"

Second Annual

Thanksgiving Convocation
A n Interfaith Celebration of
Word, Pra/er and Song
hosted by the
Campus Ministry Council
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1988
12:10 p.m. ----- Ballroom A-Student Center

** L ig h t r e c e p t i o n
w i l l f o llo w t h e
C o n v o c a tio n .

j u s groups
|
The Campus Ministry Council is the coordinating body for the student religious
on campus, chartered as Class III and IV of the SGA, Inc. in liaison with the Office of Student Affairs. 1

__ _ _ J

S.I.L.C.'S
TURRET TROT
TUESDAY; NOV. 22m£
COME R U N W ITH 5 .1.L.C.
1:00 A T TRACK BY HELDHOUSE
DISTANCE 2.5 MILES
(JUST IN TIME FOR THANKSGIVING)
A 12 LB. & U P TURKEY
& T-SHIRTS
SIGN U P IN 51LC OFFICE (RM 121)
OR SHOW U P EARLY ON THE 22ru£
FOR MAP OF RACE COME TO
5.1.L.C. OFFICE R M 121
CUSS I OF SGA
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Faculty advising system
is a student nightmare
How many students at MSC know who their faculty advisor is?
Of the students who know who their advisors are, how many find
them easy to talk to or their information helpful?
U nfortunately, the answers to these questions are often
discouraging. Faculty advisors have acquired a bad reputation at
MSC, and perhaps it’s time the system be re-analyzed.
Faculty members have been known to misadvise, to sign course
request forms without checking for time conflicts or course overload
and to be unreceptive to students’ questions.
Of course, all the blame can’t be placed on faculty members. If
faculty aren’t paid for the extra work they perform as advisors
throughout the semester, they can be expected to feel resentment
at additional duties. In addition, faculty members are faced with
a flood of poor planners demanding advisement on the final day
of pre-registration.
So what is the answer? Go back to the old system of paid advisors?
Certainly, this is cost-prohibitive. Although no one wants to put
a price tag on something as important as academic advisement, it
might be best to improve a faulty system, rather than replacing the
existing one.
To begin with, some sort of financial perk ought to be offered
to faculty for all the extra work they put into advisement. It is only
fair that a portion of the money saved by the replacement of hired
advisors be given to the people who shoulder that workload.
The fault also lies within some departm ents. How many
departments provide a breakdown of what classes should be taken
each semester to complete the requirements for graduation, and most
importantly, in what order these classes should be taken? Most major
universities provide a step-by-step mock program of what students
should take; although students are not expected to follow it religiously,
it gives them some idea of where they are in relation to completing
their requirements.
In all departments, certain courses are supposed to be taken before
others. Some advanced courses have prerequisites to avoid scheduling
mix-ups. Some do not. Even where courses do have prerequisites,
there is no guarantee that a student will not mistakenly register for
the course.
There is nothing to stop that student from taking a course he
or she is not ready to take—nothing at the office of the registrar,
nothing at the department—except, perhaps, a well-informed advisor.

George’s kind and gentle fantasy
So now he wants to be president of all the
people; now he wants to bind up wounds, unite
us and play kissy-face. Now that George Bush
has won, he wants to let bygones be bygones.
Sorry Genghis, my dance card is full.
I am one of those people known as a sore
loser. Oh, I don’t mind losing an election—Lord
knows, I’ve done it often enough —but when
a candidate burns an “L” on my lawn, plays up
to the Yahoo vote and tells egregious lies about
my team, I am not going to rush to his embrace
just because his appalling tactics proved success
ful. Thus I am unmoved when Mr. Bush calls
me to his kinder, gentler America.
Mike Dukakis doesn’t feel that way, appar
ently. The morning after the election—his ear
hanging by a thread and his nose pushed around
to the side of his face by the mugging Bush had
administered him—Dukakis said of his former
opponent: “He will be our president. And we
: will work with him.”
You always were a wimp, Mike. That’s why
you lost.
Personally, I am not going to work with
President Bush. Why should I? I’m a liberal,
¡someone way out of the mainstream. I believe
in social justice, civil rights. I am even a cardcarrying member of the ACLU (or would be if
I paid my dues). Why would Mr. Bush want
the support of such a degenerate anyway? I might
be harboring a fugitive murderer-rapist in my
attic, I might celebrate the Fourth of July by
. burning the flag. You never know with liberals.
No, Mr. President-elect, you’re better off
without me. I shall continue to stand at the side
of the battle, making faces and rude noises.
I would, however, offer this advice to those
Democrats and liberals who intend to cooperate
with the next president; “D on’t let him raise
taxes.”
I know, we’re going to need a tax increase
sooner or later to save the country; it doesn’t
matter. You’ve had this game played on you
before. Ronald Reagan was elected on a promise
not to raise taxes, then he raised them and blamed
the Democrats. Don’t let Bush do the same thing!
If President Bush finds that he can’t get along
without new taxes, make him go to the American
people and say; “Remember when I said I
wouldn’t ever raise taxes? Read my lips—I lied.”
If the country needs saving, let George take the
fall. It’s either that or reconciling yourselves to
never again having a liberal in the White House.

In any case, an argument could be made for
the fact that Mr. Bush has a clear mandate from
the American people to run enormous budget
deficits. Surely there was no indication that they
were unhappy in the slightest with the huge
deficits run up by the Reagan administration.
And Mr. Bush’s campaign promises to lower
taxes and raise defense spending—a certain
prescription for even higher deficits—brought no
howls of outrage from voters. There you have
it. The American people want a big deficit and
Congress should help President Bush achieve it.
We are a democracy, after all.
If you infer from the foregoing that I am a
trace bitter about the recent election, you are
right. I felt that Mr. Bush ran a truly reprehensible
campaign and I took it personally.
I didn’t mind its overall negativeness—1 rather
like negative campaigns, saying bad things about
an opponent has a certain air of sincerity about
it—but several times it reached beyond that into
dangerous and destructive demagogy. The first
instance was when the campaign used President
Reagan to promote a rumor that Dukakis had
undergone psychiatric treatment earlier in his life.
The campaign denied that it had anything to do
with the rumor but I discount that. You don’t
get a vicious story amplified by the White House
without some ingenious plotting.
In any case, what the episode did was reinforce
the notion that there is a stigma attached to
seeking professional psychiatric help in times of
great stress, an attitude that sets the cause of
mental health back 40 years. And they used the
office of the presidency to do it. That was low.
Then there were the Willie H orton ads,
featuring pictures of the black man who had
committed a rape while on furlough from his
prison term for murder. The Bush people said
the ad had nothing to do with race, but that’s
absurd. You simply can’t show a black thug like
that, night after night, without exciting racial
stereotypes, in this case the black guy who wants
to rape your sister.
It was dirty, rotten, segregationist campaign
ing—unforgivable.
And now, all of a sudden, Bush wants to be
Mr. Nice Guy.
Sorry Mr. President-elect. With a courtship
like yours, who needs a honeymoon? Let’s get
straight to the fighting.
Donald Kaul is a syndicated columnist
with the Tribune Media Service. Inc.
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Government cop-out

New A ID S b ill fails to
Conservatives gloat over Bush statistics address patients’ lights

Here are a few of the statistics that congealed
on Election Day and caught the eye of this pundit
(the figures are courtesy of The New York Times).
—George Bush did better in the popular vote
in 1988 (54 percent) than Ronald Reagan did
in 1980 (51 percent). (I will drop the word
“percent” from now on.)
—Nationally, the gender gap all but disap
peared (50 Bush, 49 Michael Dukakis), which
is a good thing since the women outvoted the
men (52 to 48).
. —Contrary to expectations, Bush did only
slightly better than Reagan-1980 with blacks (12
to 11), but significantly better than Reagan-1984
(12 to 9).
—Bush did best with 45 to 59 year olds (5742), but he prevailed over Dukakis with every
age group, coming close only with those 60 and
over (50-49).
—Bush did best with college graduates (6237), least well with postgraduates (50-48), and
with those who did not complete high school
(43-56).
—Bush did better than R eag an -^ with the
Jewish vote (35-31), but not as well as Reagan•80 (35-39).
—Bush did almost exactly as well with union
households as Reagan-’80 (42-43).
—The wealthier the vote, the more pro
nouncedly in favor of Bush. But at incomes
between $12,500 and $25,000, Bush began (4950) to overhaul Dukakis.
—Bush got far fewer Democrats than Reagan’84(17-24).
—Bush split the blue-collar workers with
Dukakis alm ost exactly (49-50). D ukakis’
heaviest patronage was among the unemployed
(62-37). Bush’s was among “homemakers” (5841).
—Bush won 21 percent of Democrats who
voted in their primaries.
-W hereas 15 percent of black men voted for
Bush, only 9 percent of black women did so.

—Bush’s draw with women was least among
the very young (18-29)-49-and the elderly (60 and
over)—48.
—Bush was weakest (12) among very young
blacks and (9) elderly blacks.
—Married men (60) and women (54) were more
heavily pro-Bush than the unmarried (51, 42).
—The lowest turnout (D.C.) of voters went
the most heavily for Dukakis. The highest turnout
(Minnesota) also went for Dukakis.
—Although 54 percent of the voters went for
Bush, 60 percent of the House of Representatives
will be Democratic.
—Every state that asked that English be
declared its official language (Colorado, Florida,
Arizona) succeeded. There are now 17 states that
have ordained English as the official language.
—In every state in which an abortion measure
was voted on, the anti-abortion vote outweighed
the alternative. Currently, 37 states do not have
programs to help to pay for abortions. In
Michigan for the first time in 17 years, anti
abortion forces won a referendum to ban publicly
financed abortions.
—California heavily rejected a proposition that
would have compelled doctors who discovered
a positive response to the AIDS virus to track
down and warn his sex partners. But the voters
approved forcible testing for AIDS of suspects
in certain crimes.
—The National Rifle Association lost the vote
in Maryland, which sustained the ban on cheap
handguns.
—Smokers narrowly escaped in Oregon a law
that would have banned smoking in public places,
but lost in California, which authorized a huge
rise in smoking taxes (to 35 cents from 10 cents).
—Massachusetts rejected a measure that would
have shut down the state’s two nuclear power
plants. Coming up in 1990, a Massachusetts
measure to shut down Gov. Dukakis.
William F. Buckley Jr. is a syndicated columnist
with the Universal Press Syndicate

Tommy knocks his own
To the editor:
At last night’s SGA meeting
Tommy Mergola made refer
ence to the publication just put
out by the school called “Vi
sion.”
To give an exact quote I can
not, but parts were to the effect
of it being “the best” and “the
first” publication of the college.
Granted it was the first pub
lication put out by the college
administration but not the first
publication of the college. And
it better be the best, since it used
professionals in the field of
journalism to put it out. Grant
ed it does look good.
Would you expect anything
less from the articles editor from
The New York Times Maga
zine, a freelance writer pub
lished in C o s m o p o lita n and
Family Circle and the publisher
of Commonweal.
The fact is there are three

publications budgeted by the
SGA ( Tom being a past pres
ident of one). No one can deny
the quality these student run
publications possess. Both The
Montclarion and The Yearbook
have each won many awards for
writing and photography.
I can only speak for myself
but to the best of my knowledge,
no mention has been made of
The Montclarion, Quarterly, or
The Yearbook at any SGA
meeting.
The only time one of the three
is mentioned is when the legis
lative body is taking action
(such as budgets, charters or a
special appropriation) involving
one of them.
The 1987 yearbook just came
out and no mention (that I
know of or heard of) was made.
Yes, the book was late, but I
don't think anyone who re
ceived the book would be dis
appointed by the final product.'

The only comment I got from
Tommy was that he basically
did not care if he received a
book until he was a graduate
and that any book he did receive
would just end up on the shelf
in the president’s office.
I took personal offense to
these comments, especially the
ones made at the SGA meeting.
I d o n ’t expect any SGA
president to come running to
my office when the book comes
out and say what a great job,
but I do expect some recogni
tion. For it seems that a lot of
talk goes on before the book
comes out, but when it does get
here—they say nothing.
As far as putting the book on
the shelf, go ahead—because
someday someone will want to
see what the SGA or any other
group looked like, and the only
record of this is in The Year
book.
William E. Cogan
Editor-in-Chief/The Yearbook

To the Editor:
The federal governm ent’s
most recent response to the
AIDS crisis represents both a
compromise and a cop-out.
The new AIDS legislation, an
$870 million spending package
signed by President Reagan two
weeks ago, apportions less than
half the amount recommended
for research, testing, education
and home health care by the
President’s AIDS Commission.
But the bill’s greatest flaw is its
failure to address the issue of
civil rights for AIDS sufferers.
Two key controversial ele
ments are missing from the bill:
confidentiality of AIDS test
results and, antidiscrimination
protection for those carrying the
virus. Without them, people
fighting for their lives will
remain at risk of arbitrarily
losing their jobs, homes and
health insurance.
An estimated one and a half
million people in this country
are infected with the human
immunodeficiency virus that
can lead to AIDS. Clearly the
bill aims to combat the crisis.
Its impact, however, will
discourage those considered to
be at risk from coming forward
to be tested.
Medical experts, including
Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop, consider testing crucial
to controlling the spread of
AIDS.
But as Dr. James O. Mason,
Director of the Federal Centers
for Disease Control (CDC)
points out, “Without antidis
crim ination legislation, the
testing system creates perverse
incentives.”
Scientific evidence supports
the right to confidentiality. At
schools, offices, factories and
most workplaces, there is no
known risk that infected em
ployees will transmit AIDS,
according to the U.S. Public
Health Services.
Nonetheless, the Justice De
partment has ruled that employ
ers may dismiss AIDS victims
if co-workers’ fears cause a
problem in the workplace.
History proves, though, that
fear masks prejudice. And the
government’s persistent ambig
uous response to the AIDS
crisis could lead to widespread
suspicion and accusation.

Will the AIDS epidemic be
come the Salem Witch Hunt or
Red Scare of the Nineties?
Perhaps. If it does, intravenous
drug users and homosexuals
won’t be the only targets of the
nation’s next imbroglio.
On campus, three out of every
1,000 college students carry the
AIDS virus, according to the
CDC. In New Jersey, 5,321
AIDS cases have been reported,
the fourth highest number in the
country. Eight percent of those
afflicted are not gay and don’t
use drugs; nearly 200 are child
ren, most of whom have been
abandoned due to the stigma of
AIDS.
Fear and ignorance have
hindered much needed pro
grams and facilities in the state.
For instance, a citizens group
recently protested a 120-bed
AIDS unit at the Wanaque
Convalescent Center “ Sick
people my ass,” said one town
official, “let them go back to
where they got it from.”
In California, however, which
has the second highest number
of reported AIDS cases, resi
dents resisted voting in their
own self-interest on November
8. By almost two to one, they
defeated a proposition that
would have compelled doctors
to report the names of those
who test positive for the virus.
AID S activists, however,
could not afford to be as ca
valier. In order to prevent
conservatives like Senator Jesse
Helms from squashing all chan
ces of AIDS legislation, antid
iscrimination measures were
sacrificed this year. But Senator
Edward M. Kennedy and Re
presentative Henry A. Waxman, the main authors of the
new bill, remain committed to
protecting the civil rights of
AIDS sufferers.
In January, President-elect
George Bush must address their
quest and seize the opportunity
for a kinder, gentler nation.
Until then the AIDS bill signed
by his predecessor signifies yet
another rift between the haves
and the have nots. But in this
case, it’s the haves who lose.

Nicole Gudzowsky
senior ! English

♦typewritten and double spaced
♦addressed to the editor
♦submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before
the Thursday issue
♦include student ID number, year, major,
and telephone number for confirmation.
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A t the theatre

Players production lets you fall in love
By Luisa Carrizo
Assistant Arts Editor
The following review is fro m
a dress rehearsal o f The Lady
and the Clarinet.
“Have you ever been in love?”
This inquiry was presented
several times in the Players
production of The Lady and the
Clarinet.
This dramedy by Michael
Cristofer is an account of the
paradoxes of life and the ironies
of love. It revolves around Luba
(Sarah Ryan) and the relations
with the various men in her life.
This play alludes to the many
aspects of relationships. It
concerns affiliations between
man and woman, husband and
wife, husband and mistress, and
other associations that one
encounters through the course
of life and its delicate issues.
This show should not be
missed. Its com bination of
comedic qualities and serious
insights add true dimension to
the production. Along with this,
the performances by these thespians are top rate.
Actors Ryan and Bollinger rehearse for upcoming production.

happenings
The Lady and the Clarinet

The Lady and the Clarinet is
a credit to director Maryann
Carroll and all those who helped
in the production. The well
metered and rehearsed actors
along with a glorious set truly
enhanced the performance and
made it a pleasure to watch.

The scene is set by designer
Brian Shnipper and it has
romanticism written all over it.
Deliciously draped in white,
L uba’s apartm ent is gently
lighted with pink and soft amber
hues. In the corner of the stage,
sits the clarinet player as alter
nated by musicians Pat Burns
and Rob Laiptek. He is called
upon as Luba’s mood dictates.
He is a representation of her
conscious being and her soul.
Luba, as performed by Ryan,
is a complex, but eccentric
character. She wants it all, and
is fanciful to a fault. One can
see her character develop from
a precocious teenager to a
seasoned woman, reared by the
experience of being in love.
Paul (Doug Bollinger) is a
naive and nervous acquaintance
of Luba, who becomes her first
lover. Apparently, the purpose
of their relationship is to “prac
tice” so she can become expe
rienced. When Luba finally
realizes what she had with Paul,
it is too late.

Luba grapples with being es
tranged to her own feelings
which is expressed in a strange
narrative throughout the play.
Jack has trouble with finding
out who he is because things are
so terribly clear cut. The inev
itable does happen and all Luba
can do is beckon the clarinet to
play. Robert Logan was strong
in this role and was well-focused
throughout.
The next man in Luba’s life
is George, a gentle man who
cares deeply for her. Their
relationship has touches of
irony and role-reversal, which
becomes too complicated and
stifles the relationship.
George (Michael L. Kronberg) is delightful. The subtle
actions by Kronberg depict the
tenderness of the character
accurately.
Ryan truly does an excellent
job of understanding her char
acter. She brings forth romantic
aspects in conjunction with her
painful innocence.

Bollinger portrays his charac
ter with great sensitivity and
direction. The interaction be
tween the two is high-powered
and intense.

If you are interested in an
evening of adventures in love,
come see the lady and listen to
her clarinet play.

After Paul makes his exit out
of Luba’s life, she becomes
involved with Jack who is
unavoidably m arried. The
issues that transpire in this
sequence of the play are terri
fyingly thought provoking.

Performances for The Lady
and the Clarinet will run from
Nov. 16 through 19 at 8 p.m.
in the Student Center Annex
room 126. There is also a
matinee on Nov. 18 at 2:15 p.m.
Don’t miss it.

Players presents its second production, Michael Cristofer’s
The Lady and the Clarinet Wednesday through Saturday Nov.
16 through 19 at 8 p.m. in the Student Center Annex room
126. There is one matinee on Friday, Nov. 18 at 2:15 p.m.
Tickets are $4.50 standard; $3.50 for senior citizens; $2.50
for students. Further information may be obtained by calling
Jennifer Skinner, president of Players, at 893-5159.

Art forum lecture series
The MSC Art Forum Lecture Series continues through Nov.
and Dec. with topics ranging from painting to video art. The
free lectures are presented on Thursday afternoons from 3 to
5 p.m. in the Calcia Fine Arts Building.
Information on any of the lectures is available by calling
Patricia Lay, the series coordinator, at 893-4307.

Dance Compass on campus
D anceC om pass perform s Friday and Saturday, Nov. 18 and
1° at 8 p.m . in the M em orial A uditorium . The concerts m ark
the prem iere o f the tro u p e ’s 1988-89 season and will feature
four dances by N icholas R odriguez. R odriguez is the com pany’s
artistic d irecto r and choreographer.

Tickets for the concerts are $12, $10 and $6. Information
regarding individual tickets and group sales discount tickets
may be obtained by callin&t)rp4I}qv
U.- , _ , ,.
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Cast members of this weekend's performance of Michael Cristofer’s The Lady and the Clarinet,
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Parker’s music reaches new
heights in Eastwood’s B ir d
By Dominic Pandiscia
Staff Writer
Produced by Clint Eastwood,
the W arner Bros, film Bird
seems destined to wreak havoc
at this year’s Academy Awards.
The film stars Forest Whitak
er ( Platoon, The Color o f
Money) as the famed saxaphonist, Charlie Parker. Diane
Venora (Ironweed, F/X) plays
Chan Parker, Charlie’s wife and
comrade.
Charlie Parker has been cre
dited as the greatest alto saxaphonist of all time. Along with
Dizzy Gillespie, Parker spear
headed a new musical form in
be-bop in the late 1940’s.
Bird not only covers Parker’s
musical impact on the world. It
also reveals the down side of his
life with alcoholism, drug abuse,
and criminal problems.
The film is organized as a
series of flashbacks. The first
scene shows Parker stumbling
into his apartm ent after a
nightclub appearance. From

this point on, the viewer gets to
see how the musician progressed
to his state of drunkenness and
disappointment.
Scenes from his first perfor
mance until his death are
presented with a startling real
ism. Parker eventually became
a victim of his vices even after
repeated rehabilitation a t
tempts.
The young Parker is played
by Damon Whitaker, Forest
W hitaker’s younger brother.
This enhances the chronological
presentation of Parker’s life
even more, due to the similarity
in appearance of the actors. The
actors were rigorously trained in
musical technique to give a
final, realistic dimension to the
portrayal of Parker.
The soundtrack to Bird is an
interesting recording. Through
the wonders of modern record
ing, Parker’s original horn lines
were lifted from his primitive
recordings, and contemporary
musicians were recorded play
ing the accompaniment.

Although the sound quality
of the saxaphone is not up to
par with the other instruments,
the sound track gives the listener
the opportunity to hear Bird’s
playing in full stereo sound. The
quality of the album is very
good and includes many pre
viously unreleased recordings of
Bird from the archives of Chan
Parker.
It is truly a shame that history
has lost many of its most
creative and artistic people to
drugs and alcohol. Bird por
trays both Parker the “maestro”
and Parker the junkie, equally.
To witness such a great talent
disintegrate is a very moving
experience.
Eastwood does an exception
al job in bringing us such an
event in Bird. The film is
presented both realistically and
sympathetically. This stems
from the love that many of the
people involved with Bird hold
for Parker, and jazz in general.
Eastwood is no exception.
For music and non-music
fans alike, Bird is a highly
recommended film.

Nolan’s N
By Jarrett Nolan
Hello, and welcome to another edition of Nolan’s Notes.
In what’s being called “the first personality credit card,” the
image of Elvis Presley is featured on a new Master Card issued
by a federal bank in Memphis, Tennessee. A portion of the
card’s annual membership fee and interest revenues are being
donated to the Elvis Presley Memorial Foundation, an
organization that supports children’s charities and music
scholarships...If you are thinking about buying Cameo’s album,
follow through and get it. If you liked Word Up, then Machismo
is for you.Larry Blackmon’s growls and sneers reign on the
album without becoming obnoxious. Best cuts: “You Make
Me Work” and “Skin I’m In.”...Tina Turner’s ex-husband, Ike,
who’s had legal and personal problems stemming from cocaine
abuse, is back on the concert stage after giving a “comeback”
show in Los Angeles. Good luck, Ike.
MINI—NOTES: New albums to be released this week:
Bananarama, Kiss, Aerosmith, Pink Floyd, and Fleetwood
Mac. All are greatest hits collections. Pink Floyd is a double,
so be prepared to pay...Madonna makes an appearance on
Peter Cetera’s One More Story album under the name of Lulu
Smith...America has overdosed on “Bad Medicine ”, giving Bon
Jovi their third number one single.
MINI—NOTES II: From the “is it just me” file: is it just
me or does George Michael’s beard look like a four-year-old
took a black Crayola to his face? I dunno...The answer to
last week’s trivia question: Artists who recorded the “The Loco
motion” were Little Eva in the 60’s and Grand Funk in the
70’s. This week’s trivia question was given to me by Darren
Hudak: who recorded their first single under the name Tom
& Jerry? Think about it next week over Thanksgiving
dinner...Until next week...
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EDWARD JAMES OLMOS • LOU DIAMOND PHILLIPS

Stand

11x1Deliver
A mu \i<>n about </ nunUni mmu It

N O V E M B E R 2 1 ,1 9 8 8
M ONDAY
7 :0 0 P .M . AND 9 :0 0 P .M .s h o u n n g s
$1
I.D .
$ 1 .5 0 without I.D .
-ST U D E N T C E N T E R B A IX R O O M S C I iU B /I iASO A R E CLASS l 's O F SGA
‘Terrific. Tremendously gripping and compelling. More exciting
than ‘LA BAM BA.’ Olmos gives a wonderful performance.”
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Help Wanted
-Part time. Excellent salary. No
typing. Flexible hours to suit.
Little Falls Office. 890-0640
-EX C ELLEN T
TY PIST
AVAILABLE: LETTER S—
P A P E R S —T H E SIS. ALL
WORK LETTER QUALITY
IBM PROCESSING. REASO
NABLE RATES! M ONT
C L A IR H E IG H T S. CALL
JILL 365-2390.
-Private room with private bath
available in lovely Upper Mont
clair home within walking dis
tance of MSC. Rent is $45.00
per week which can be defrayed
for occasional babysitting of 8
year old boy. If interested,
please call 746-4507. Parking
also available.

-OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo. summer, yr. round. All
countries, all fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Box 52-, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625
-EM PLO Y M EN T O P P O R 
TUNITIES AVAILABLE IN
THE EXCITING FIELD OF
AUTOM OTIVE R E T A IL 
ING. JUSTUS BUICK, 880
BLOOMFIELD AVE., WEST
CALDWELL. (201)226-7878.
-CHILDCARE for 5 year old
after school: 3-6 MTWF, 1:306 Thurs. Must have own car and
be reliable. $5.00/hr. 7367033(days); 783-7299(nights)
-Childcare Assistant Needed.
Part-time in my family day care
home. References and transpor
tation required. West OrangeMontclair borderline. Call 6693839.

-Student Programmer Trainee
wanted. Preferrably a Co-op.
Cobol required. Call Joel or Jeff
(201)599-2811.
-N EED EXTRA MONEY?
One of N.J.’s finest caterers has
immediate openings for ban
quet personnel. Waiters & wai
tresses (19 years), set-up and
kitchen helperss. Full and part
time available. Flexible hours,
excellent pay and working
conditions. Car necessary. 9928137.
-Spring Break Tour PromoterEscort. Energetic person (m/f),
to take sign-ups for our Florida
tours. We furnish all materials
for a successful promotion.
Good pay and fun. Call Campus
Marketing at 1-800-777-2270.

-Customer Service: America’s
#1 Newspaper needs people to
help solve customer problems/
work with CRT. F ull/parttime, Monday thru Sunday.
Non-smoking office. $8.00/hr.
343-2244 Mr. Newton.
-TELEM ARKETING. Even
ing/ weedend shifts. We’d like to
help sell a major publication
from our non-smoking office.
Earn as much as $ 12.00/ hr. 3432244 Mr. Mark.
-TYPEMASTERS-A place for
all you word processing needs.
Kim 680-8857. Maryann 9397473.
-The #1 college tour operator is
looking for an efficient, respon
sible, and organized campus
representatives. Earn free trips,
and good commissions. Call 1800-999-4300

Howtomate a hit

F or Sale

-Salomon SX9I Equipe ski
boots-size 6. Used only one
season. Excellent condition.
Need to sell. $75.00 783-2481
-1981 Chevy Citation. 60,000
miles. Asking $900 or best offer.
Call after 5 pm. 779-4943
-1980 Chevy Monza. V6, 4 sp.,
manual trans., A /C, many new
parts: clutch, water pump, fuel
pump, radiator, alternator and
distributor, master cylinder,
brakes, shocks and tires. Needs
oil pump. Body in good con
dition, no dents or rust. Good
for parts. $1000 or best offer will
talk. Call Dave 235-9422.

L ost
—Gold watch in parking lot
#13. Call Karen at 815-1148
with description.
-6 keys on a keychain and a
Stanley powerlock. Call Carlene
at 783-1904.

-Ladies ring in restroom of
Chapin • Hall. Contact Mary,
Chapin #217, X5187.
-One military dog tag. Social
security number 142743677.
Can be picked up in room 113
of the Student Center Annex.

A ttention
The American Express* Card is a hit virtually
anywhere you shop, from Los Angeles to
London. Whether you're buying books, baseball
tickets or brunch. So during college and after,
it’s the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of success. And
because we believe in your
potential, we've made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Cad right
now-even without a job or a
credit history. So whether you’re an
underclassman, senior or
grad student, look into
our automatic approval
offers. For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a
student application.

The American Express Card.
Don’t Leave School Without It.“*

-The A ccounting Resource
Center is open! M-F 10-11, TW 2-4, R 2-3. Basement of
Moorehead Hall (right door).
-All interested in forming a gaylesbian alliance at MSC call
763-0668. Leave name, number,
and time-you must say that you
are interested in forming a gaylesbian alliance.
FOR ACCURATE, Q U A LITY
W O R D PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS — $7.00 A PAGE
ALSO RESUMES’, LETTERS, ETC.
FAST SERVICE — CALL 759-4132

ESSAYS
& REPORTS
1(L278 to ctwoM from —all subjects
1 1 8 0 0 -351-0222
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

■ ■ P i n i ll W
In c *IU . <2131477-8226
O r, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles. C A 90025
Custom research also available— all levels

DEC. LSAT
Dr. Blank teaches small
personalized LSAT course.
In-depth analysis of question
type plus 4 full length LSAT's.

Dr. Blank 966-9054

MCAT
Dp . Blank teaches
11 session complete review.
Copious study materials.
Video cassette make-ups.
h terv lew counseling.
90% success rate.

Dp. Blank 201966-9054
© 1988 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc

DAT/OAT
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Personals
-Attention!...The men of AKPsi
bruise easily.
-Leon, You did an excellent job.
The brothers of APO
-Snuggles, You’re pretty cute ya
know that? Not only are you
sexy but you care, they’re both
are important. Thanks for help
ing me with colleges(again).
Love Money
-Fred-1 love thee to the level of
everyday’s most quiet NEED,
BY SUN AND C A N D LE
LIGHT. DARLENE
-David-Having a boyfriend who
is gorgeous, charming, intelli
gent, sensitive, and extremely
talented is awfully hard to live
up to...But you’ve adjusted to
it very well! (Sound familiar)
Love You-ALI
-Erik and Rose-Good Luck
with your honeymoon plans!
Don’t forget your glugs! Love
Amy
-To my little sister Linda-Best
of luck this weekend. 1 know
you’ll do great. Can’t wait till
you’re apart of our family. Your
Big

-The Quarters God needs a new
challenger! PZ57
-Kerry wrote the funny or
controversial personal.
-Kerry is a smelly dink. Love
the bitch.
-Happy Belated Birthday Maryanne! Love, Pledge Stefanie.
-To two great guys on the
wrestling team: Karl and Alex
Good Luck this year....Shoot
for #1!!!-Shan
-Lisa Z.-Have you eaten sand
lately?
-Rob-I miss you. Love, Me
-Polly-The answer is “You call
him Bill!” Love, Me
-To my big sister in A1X:
Thanks for all of your support!!
Always love to read your letters
and notes! Love, Stefanie, your
perspective little sisters!
-Kimmer, Have you gone “ski
ing” lately? Does H eather
know?...A concerned friend
-Karl, Thank you for being so
understanding and helpful. 1
aprecíate it more than you
probably know. You’re very
special! Love-Shannon
-K.M . Oh yeah, one more
thing...Please trust me in that
I’ll do the right thing if and when
W hinnie the Pooh calls.

-George(the plumber)-Get your
hard hat and tools ready to fix
my pipes. For best results use
a satin-sheet covered water bed.
Love, “the college student”
-Did he really make love to
Terry?
-Girls-Do you thinks we’ll finish
by 5:00 pm? T
-Mary Jane: I want you to know
that I like you th-i-i-i-s much.
But whenever I’m near you I get
too s-c-c-ared to tell you.
Signed: Cute and Shy Fellow
Cabinet Member
-To my big in AIX—Thanxs for
the card and words of encour
agement. Only one week left! I
can’t wait! Luv your little sister
Sharon
-Sharon, no its not cold in here,
its you. Keep stealing those
condoms, you never know what
you might find between them-Gail
-To Joe from Cliffside Park,
someone on the 4th floor (Blan
ton) wants to meet you. X
-To our Russian Friend Eric, Ya
Lublu Tay-bia. Love us
-To my Dinoface- Isn’t life
nifty? By the way, Sea Breeze
is great. Keep trying and I know
you’ll make it. Love, Lu

W ord processing made simple,

W ord processing made simpler.

Talk about manual labor. The only
thing more complicated than most word
processors is their instruction manuals.
You can wade through hundreds of
pages of “user interfaces” and "output
fonts” or try something far simpler: The
Smith Corona PWP 3 Personal Word
Processor.
Using PWP 3 is truly an exercise in
simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial
DataDisk teaches you that moving blocks

of text is a snap, deleting words is a
cinch and inserting words is effortless.
In fact, PWP 3 is so incredibly simple
to use, you can pick it up in practically
no time.
That way, you can spend more
of your time writing. And less of
your time reading about writing.

S M ITH
CORONK

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue. New Canaan, CT 06840 or
Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 440Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1B1Y4.

-Una-w atch out for the closet
-Hey Neighbor, Don’t worry,
you did the right thing, trust me. . monster! He may say vanilla but
he’ll mean chocolate! From
Suppose we just cut a hole in
your BBC partner
the wall instead of always
-S.P.—So what am I getting for
banging on it? Love your neigh
Secretary’s Day this year?! It
bor
better be good or I’ll find myself
-Ninavich, I’ve had the best of
a new boss. Love you, Bub
times with you, and look for
-To all AIX pledges, good luck
ward to more. Olesh
this weekend. Remember it’s all
-Melissa-HI!! I had fun this
worth it in the end. AIX #67
weekend-Next time you want
pizza, just call (Domino’s De
livers! !)-love, Lee
-To my psycho—everything’s
-Jo-el - As the days go by, I
going to go smoothly from now
want to get to know you a lot
on, I can feel it. I love you! Love
better. See you Dec. 9 ? An
me
admirer.
-Dear Jude, Just want you to
-Nap-Ken, Are you avoiding
know that you’re doing a great
me?? Why don’t you write the
job. I’m proud to be your v.p.!!
songs anymore? Afraid it will
Love ya Jules P.S. Rich is sooo
be used against you? Remember
cute
what I said about the audition.
-Jackie R., Hell weekend is here.
Love Flexi
You’ve done great so far, good
-Elain, Road trip! I miss them,
luck!! Love your big on AIX
we’ll have to make a habit out
-Rene—Hot flashes! We didn’t
of them again—who knows
wait that long! love Amy
where we’ll wake up Sunday
-To Nina in 11 o’clock Bio for
morning...who cares! By the
Human: I think you are so hot!
way, you did the right thing.
I hope to get to know you better.
Love Sheila.
Guess Who?
-Elaine, I just don’t like the
-To Michelle in 3:30 Mythology
sound of these personals you
class on Mon and Wed: Lets get
keep getting! Rem em ber— together sometime. Chris
“Mom’s” watching...
-Congratulations to the new
-Ski—I’m not tired, are you? OK
brothers of Delta Kappa Psi!
maybe a little bit! How was
Love the sisters and pledges of
work on Sunday morning?! J
D-Phi-E.
-Sue & Carolyn—Good luck this
-To my big sis Chris-Happy
weekend. We’ll all be there on
20th birthday!! Have a great
Nov. 29. Love J, M, & K
time! Love, your little sis Anne
-To the AIX pledges: It’s almost
-Dear Chris, Remember to stop
over, but we have to stick
at the toy store befor you visit
together these last few days!
me. I’m going to miss you!!
Good luck! (pledge) Stefanie
Love, Anne
-Who is Kerry realy digging?
-Terry (T K E )—“ Kissing a
-Do you know how many ca
Fool”? I should think not! 6 toes
lories are in pickles??
and
K.C.
say...M E O W .
-Where is Waldo??
Hm m m. Y ou’ve m ade me
-Bob: Thanx for being honest,
realize that life is great (espe
if only there were more of you.
cially when we’re together)!
“Lucky Dee” Escort
Good luck with pledging. I
-Dianne(AIX)-Congratulations
know you can do it! Luv, Love
to Greek Council’s new Vice
& Kisses—your little sweetheart
Prez! M ake your m ark on
Val
-Sherri—Are you still flying like
MSC! Love, Amy
-AIX Pledges-Mare, Chris, Jen,
hn airplane, loaded like a freight
Stef, Linda, Gail, Maggie, Pau
train? It’s so easy, isn’t it? Where
line, Sharon, and Jackie—No
has your foot been lately? —you
matter what happens over this
know who
weekend, keep in mind that
-Mario & Mario Jr.—Thanks
things aren’t always as they
for everything, I never thought
seem! Good luck! Love, Sister
we’d make it on time, but I
should never doubt a Chevette
Amy
(or its driver). Just remember,
-#34, you can have my tray
we “did it for Bush...” Love a
anytime!
fellow Republican and Fozzie
-Hey Maggs! Can’t wait till its
Bear
all over! Mare
-Dribbles—A star is born! But
-Vick, thank you for under
I saw that coming a long, long
standing and being there for me.
Love ya, Mare
time ago!! Stay away from
liquids of any kind. Giggles
-Vick, You make me sweat!!!
-Dear Jonathan, I value our
-Ufa-What another all nighter?
friendship and I really care
Are we gonna ever study or just
about you. Have a great birth
climb in the dryer? Bixx
day. Love always, Samantha
-To my perspective family in
AIX—you guys are the best!
-Sweet cheeks, W e’ve been
through the bad. Now it is time
Thanks for all the cards and
for the good. With love! Your
gifts—they keep me inspired. I
love muffin
can’t wait to find out who you
-No bim bos allowed! T hat
are and make you all proud to
have me join your family—Linda
means you, Amy. Love An
toinette
-Vicki, you hot babe. Finally
you’re available-I couldn’t wait
-To the Select Few-Thanks for
any longer. Scott is gone for
such an awesome weekend. I
don’t know what I would do
good. A secret admirer
-Gail—So what happened to
without you guys. I love you’sthose two stolen condoms I gave
-Dong
you? SPT
cont. on p. 19
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cont. from p. 18
-Did I hear someone say Bennigans Friday night at 9 pm ?
-Anthony, The sturdy oak tra
dition continues! Your Big Bro-Leon
-Ronnie-Sting-I really don’t
think you’re a snob. From an
admirer
-Fred—I love you! Thanksgiving
is going to be great. Hot tubs,
tennis, swimming, jogging all
with you! Darlene
-Darren—Although you’re 16
hours away, I love you. I want
you to know that you’re always
there when I needed to talk.
Thanks for all the advice.
Darlene
-To the Admirer-Give me a
clue as to who you are, seeing
as you know me. Jo-el
-Kar-woman, Where are you?
Clove isn’t outerspace! We miss
you! Stac-woman
-Sharpm L., Thank you for
being there for me, thank you
for being you! lay, mi pipa! Red
Tounge. From me car
-Dave in Blanton: Do you really
think you can get away with one
night stands? anonymous
-Bean—Howdy! Sorry that the
bomb and myself were not there
to greet you on Friday night!
Now how many watches is that?
Love “What?”

-M ich-to my suitmate in Free
man: Are you ready to get
totally trashed, be total sluts,
and do cartwheels down the
hallway this weekend? 1 am !Sherr
-Mom/Dad-Thanks for always
being there. You were there
when I needed you. No matter
what happens or how I act: I
love you guys. You’re the reason
I’m here, thanks. Darlene
-D. Murphy, I think you’re
extremely hot and I heard
you’re well hung! I have to get
to you before my roommate
does! How about Thurs. night
in the Ratt??? Signed, Interested
-Big Dan, Russ, Kev, and
Bruce--So what’s up guys? Your
(blank) if we rub them! Your
buddies in Bohn (we miss you)
-To the Eta class of AIX—Guys
you are the best pledge sisters!
It’s almost over-hang in there.
Linda
-Tray, Jen, Chris and Vick—1
don’t wanna be 18!! Can I do
it over, again?
-Erin—Can I carry your tray? oh
pleassssse?! I think I’m gonna
be sick! Lee
-Gail: Friends don’t change
friedns! You have your own
opinions-go easy on Renata! A
very disappointed by-stander!

-Ellen M—Bing, Bing, Bing!
Love, Mrs L. Mullen Junior 2B
-Nippy-Here’s your dumb per
sonal, hope you enjoy it. Love,
Mums
-What does the “M” stand for
-Hillary, If our idea of love
combines with our potential,
your last name will be shorter
in a few years. I love you,
Douglas
-Munchkin and Guido, How
about seeing Mystic Pizza
again?
-To Gail-Thank God it’s almost
over. We love you & can’t wait
until you’re a part of our family-your future tree!!
-AK Psi: The best Business Frat
there is! Have a great time at
regionals, I’ll be thinking about
you! Stacey
-To the blues brothers-DOUS!
Love Mich& Sher
-Sherr—to my suitem ate in
Freeman: We share a ba
throom! Try to control your
sexual appetite! Mich!
-Fish, you have to stop flapping
around like that!
-To the blond guy in the cafe
Tues. nights before 6:00. You
look like a great guy and I
would love to get to know you
better, if given the chance. An
admirer

A 104
Physical Education
My first tim e tuto rin g was a night
to remember. My student was some
thing called Bone C rusher Reed, a.k.a.
Billy Jo, defensive tackle for the foot
ball team.
I had the shock o f my life when
he answered his dorm room door.
He was about six foot seven...in
diameter. A nd when he shook my
hand, I tho u g h t I’d never get it back.
So there I was, face-to-knec with
the big m an on campus, w ondering
how I was going to relate Am erican
Literature to The Hulk.
But then he pulled o u t a can o f
O range Cappuccino. I was shocked!
C ould it be that this tough jock
liked its delicate taste? A nd when
Bone Crusher brought o u t the bone
china, I was beyond belief
Reading the expression on my
face, he said,“W hat can I say? I like it.
The Café Français is pretty good,
too.” Well, who’s going to argue, I
thought. As we sipped o u r Orange
Cappuccino, I discovered that Billy Jo
loves reading novels; his only problem
was poetry. So I gave him tips on
reading Emily Dickinson, and he
gave me a copy o f A nn Beattie’s
‘T ailing in Place.”
A lii could th in k was, Dad’s never
going to believe this!

G eneral Foods* In tern a tio n a l Coffees.
Share th e feelin g.
CD1988 General FoodsCorp

-To the New Sigma Sisters:
CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!
Love, Karen F.
-Chris-Glad to see you still have
your attitude! P.S. Fu Fu says
hello!
-Elizabeth-You’re a great little
sister and a wonderful (and
nutty) person! I love you, Your
Sigma sister, Karen
-I love you Bozo! I always will
because I’m so into you!
-Fu: Do you need the phone?
Too Bad—som eone’s on it
(again)—New Jersey Bell called
and said thanks for the last
payment—now they can pay
their heating bill!
-Hey guys—“ I’m C old”...I’m
Beth—yeah, I’m Beth TWO
-T’sa—I’m so happy to be in your
tree now. It’s the best! Your
little—Amy
-Ant & Gidget—I heard you
guys love to hear the wind
blowing—Amy
-Bobby—(a.k.a.
H oover)—
Y ou’ve made my semester
worthwhile, I’m so glad I met
you—Aimster
-Honey N oodle-It’s great being
close to you now! Amy
-Mary - Thanks for listening!
Love ya, Liz
-W eetie-H ere’s to alm ost 2
years. Too bad things change.
It seems “Against All Odds”
now...but I still hope! Je t’aime
-The Brat
-To Elsie-Do you want to go
back to Shang Hai and watch
out for the Dunes! Love ya, “I”
-To the AIX pledge-Pauline,
Good Luck! One more week!
I can hardly/wait till you’re in
the family. Your Big Sis?!
-Sigma-Get psyched for semi,
it’s gonna be a blast!
-Paul, PZ#2, where did you get
the scratch marks on your back?
-Paul-last Thursday was great,
let’s do it again soon! Love,
Hegababe.
-Billy C. - It seems that the dog
poop never stops hitting the
rotating blade cooling device.
-Barb G.-Those were my min
utes you threw out. John N.
-Operation wilt the Rose is in
full swing. Bottoms up.
-Zsolt- Eventually you won’t
have any more exams. Mr.
Turtle, Esq.
-Jen from Club- This personal
is in substitution for your free
advertising. Only kidding. John
N.
-Elizabeth and Lisa- You two
are what keeps this newspaper
together. By the way, your
paychecks are in.
-Squibble- Saturday is only a
couple days away. Mr. Turtle,
Esq.
-Frenchie, Just wait until Aprilthen well see who looks good
passed out on the bathroom
floor! Peebles
-Doug - There aren’t many ways
for me to actually say to you
how I feel except that...I Love
You Very Much and I hope all
of our dreams come true. Hillary
-To the guy with the beige
Volkswagon who parks by the
cliffs, you are HOT! I’d love to
see the inside of that car! -Swept
Away

-Shar, I’m glad that you’re my
friend. I couldn’t think of
anyone else to pledge with. I’m
happy that things are working
out. You’re very lucky. Treat
him well.-Your fellow sister,
Mush.
-Fredrick C. - You’re the only
one I can watch cartoons with.
Ill never forget pledging. Treat
her well and I want a godchild
SOON! Love Auntie Melissa
-To Kelly, You look lovely as
ever. Keep up your Stone Hall
post. Your admirer
-To the AIX Pledges-One More
Week! Good Luck! Nov.
17,18,19. The Best Weekend!
Darlene
-To the 15 new sisters of IotaWelcome to sisterhood! I knew
all along you guys were doing
great!! Here’s to great times and
memories! Love Jen Me
-Kris R: OK, I sent her the
personal. Hope she doesn’t get
mad and beat me up or some
thing. Signed Nervous Fellow
Cabinet Member
-Let’s blow them off!
-Don and Paul, They’re gonna
hate to bring us to semi formal.
-Hey look, that guy has a fly
on his fly.
-Hey Paul, is it true that she
stuck it in her pocket?
-Who is Rich really digging?
-At Sigma Semi TKE will romp!
-Nick M.- so, did you get my
note? I really think you’re
special. If you can, I’m ready
to meet you. Meet me at 11:00
Friday in the computer room in
Richardson, since it’s conve
nient for you. Love, ME
-Ker-I’m glad that we’re friends.
Thanks for being there when I
needed you and I appreciate
your listening to me babble.
Love Jo
-Noley-Thanks for a great sea
son! T
-Petrillo-Parting is such sweet
sorrow. Am I too late to change
your mind? Mary
-Vanilla-Are you still an MSC
student? chocolate
-Paul, does Terry kiss well?
-To Siobhan: Always remember
“Sh-t, shot, shoes”-Whatever it
means! Love, Tracy B.
-SPUD-No Bud, No Spuds!NIP
-K.S.-Hold On To The NightsC.E.
-Pat from 9, Happy Bithday!
Nov. B-Days Rule! Hope your
day is great. Love Barb
-Lynn and Eddie, How could
I forget that you both were born
in that classic year-’69 ??? I’m
very sorry! Love, The Siztwiz.
-Mona - Here is a personal, just
to remind you I love you. Matt
-To the Soccer Guys-You’ll get
’em next year! Thanks for a
great time Saturday: Shot-aminute was awesome! Looking
foward to more great times!
Love-Your Number One Fans:
“The F.H. Crew”
-Deb, Patkice, and Jamie-Let’s
get some fund raisers! I’m
getting psyched for break!! I’ll
even clean the toilets! Love ya
Jules
-Bennigans (Fairfield) Friday
night at 9 pm.
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Indian offensive line a ‘huge’
By Anthony DiPasquale
Correspondent______________
The MSC offensive line of the
1988 season was one of the
largest and most formidable in
Division III football.
With the six-man line aver
aging six feet three inches tall
and 260 pounds, they provided
the pass protection and running
blocks to forward the Indians
to an impressive 8-2 season.
According to Indian head
coach Rick Giancola, “This line
has been one of the best lines
in recent years.”
“ One thing which makes
these players so good is their
experience,” said Giancola.
“Each of these guys have either
started for the full year or part
of last season and gained val
uable game experience.”
Coach Giancola also feels the
physical talent of the line has
been a strong contributing
factor to their success. The
offensive barrier of Rob Merola, Doug Robb, Bob Franks,
Joe Fernandez, Mike Deevey
and Matt Kingfield trained hard
on the weights all year and were
considered a strong offensive
factor coming into the season,
said Giancola.
“Everyone worked together,”
said Merola, the Indian left
guard. “We worked well as a
team. If one person messed up,
we felt we all messed up.”
Kingfield transferred to MSC
this season from the University
of Arkansas, where he played
tight end for the Razorbacks in

The MSC offensive line, which did such a fine job this season opening holes for Indian running backs as well as protecting quarterback
Ed Baffige. From left to right are: Matt Kingfield (86), Doug Robb (78), Bob Franks (68), Mike Deevey (52), Joe Fernandez (74),
and Rob Merola (73).
G iancola said, “ I have been
Center Mike Deevey feels the
over 2000 yards rushing by the
the Orange Bowl against Okla
f o r tu n a te to h a v e h a d th e
line was not only big, but had
running backs.
homa.
chance to w ork with those guys
good technique as well. MSC
The instinct and experience of
“I felt the line this year at
w ho trained so hard in practice
gave
up
less
than
two
quarter
the
1988
offensive
line
helped
MSC was as big and expe
and perform ed to their fullest
back sacks per game, and the
to charge the MSC team to its
rienced as any line in the coun
line helped to pave the way for
commendable season. Coach
try,” Kingfield said.

O liver w ill a ttem p t to f ill big
shoes fo r M S C n ex t season

NJA C fo o tb a ll
fin al standings
Team

Conference Overall
Record
Record

* Trenton St.

5-1

8-2

MSC

5-1

8-2

Ram apo
Glassboro St.
Kean
W illiam Paterson
Jersey City St.

4-2
3-3
2-4
2-4
0-6

6-2
5-5
4-6
3-7
2-7

* Conference Champions
Last week s results:

Ramapo 19, Trenton St. 16
MSC 36, Glassboro St. 14
Kean 17, W. Connecticut 7
Wagner 31, William
pEND OF REC L

JN

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________ S'
O

Junior Steve Oliver may not
be a household name around
MSC. In fact, since he’s an
offensive lineman, he probably
never will be. But come next
season, Steve Oliver may just be
a name to remember.
The versatile Oliver, who can
play either the guard or tackle
position, will probably step in
and play offensive tackle for the
Indians next year, after waiting
for his chance for three seasons.
Will it be worth the wait?
“If I end up a starter, it will
all be worth it,” Oliver said. “But
there’s still a lot of work for me
to do. But as long as I stay
healthy and keep working hard,
I can see it happening.”
Oliver came to MSC in 1985
from Lenape Valley High
School in Stanhope, New Jersey
after gathering All-League, AllConference and All-State ho
nors during his senior year. But
once at MSC. he learned that
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Steve Oliver
he would have to prove himself
all over again.
“I think what made it hard
was that I couldn’t get a break
because we’ve always had such
a solid offensive line,” said
Oliver. “You come out of high
school flying high, but it gets
discouraging when you come to
MSC and don’t play for three
years.”
Oliver was especially disap
pointed this season because he
felt he came into preseason
camp “stronger, bigger, and
faster than ever” after an off-

season conditioning program.
Quitting the team briefly
crossed Oliver’s mind from time
to time when it seemed he would
never get his chance, but “I i
know I never could quit, be- |
cause I’m not a quitter. Deep
down inside I know my time will
come.”
Oliver labels this past season
a “big disappointment”, on both
a personal and a team level,
because he wasn’t able to reach
eoals that he set for himself and
for the team.
“I’m disappointed because of
my lack of playing time and
because we didn’t make the
playoffs, and subsequently the
Stagg Bowl,” said Oliver.
“The thing that really hurts,”
Oliver continued, “is that on
paper, I think we can play with
anybody. 1 think that talentwise, we are as good as anyone.”
Looking toward next season.
Oliver has begun his weight
training and running regimen
that he hopes will make him the
“best player he can be.”
<
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M SC wrestling team one of
country’s best—in any division
By Bryan Morytko
Staff Writer

Boncher, a transfer from
Bloomsburg, who wrestles at
118 pounds.
The Indians will also benefit
from the addition of assistant
coach Lee Kemp. Kemp is one
of the finest wrestlers in the
nation, a three time national
champion in college, as well as
a three-time world champ.
Kemp also qualified for the
Olympics in 1980, but due to
the boycott was not able to
compete.

The MSC wrestling season
begins November 26th as the
Indians compete in a quad meet
with Princeton, Rutgers and
Hofstra.
Leading the team are Pete
Gonzalez at the 126 pound
weight class and Karl Monaco,
a 150 pounder. Both Monaco
and Gonzalez were top ten
finishers in the nation last year.
That is in any division, not just
Gonzalez and Monaco are in
Division III, where they were the race to do what only two S
both champions.
other wrestlers have done be- m
The team will look to win the fore: emerge from a Divsion III E
New Jersey Athletic Conference school to win the Division I 5
(NJAC) crown, a goal which national title. Only Kenny Mai- ^
seems not only possible but lory (MSC) and Tom Martucci J 1
extremely likely. Their main (TSC) have gone from a Div- g
competition will most likely ision III school to win the ^
come from Trenton State Col Division I title.
°
lege, who are the defending
Gonzalez has achieved a pre- s
champions.
season ranking of fourth in the g
The MSC team includes re nation at the 126 pound class. “
turners Scott Vega, Alex Aly- Monaco has moved up one .g
meyda, Monaco and Gonzalez. weight class to the 150’s, but is g
Also adding some depth is Dave still ranked third in the nation,

with the forecasted champion
being Tim Krieger of Iowa
State.
Though Monaco and Gon
zalez are truly great competitors
and will no doubt lead the MSC
squad to victory, they can’t do
it by themselves, as both freely
126 POUND CLASS
NATIONAL RANKINGS
1. Jim Martin (Penn State)
2. Craig Walters (Wyoming)
3. Kendall Cross (Okia. St.)
4. l'ete Gonzalez (MSC)
5. Gary McCall (Iowa Slate)
6. Michael Stokes (NC State)
7. Dan Lovelace (SW Missouri)
8. Jeff Husick (Lock Haven)
9. Dave Kennedy (Bloomsburg)
10. Gary Roberts (New Mexico)
11. Paul Kusntfc (Army)
12. Chris Bollin (Oklahoma)
13. Doug Wyland (N. Carolina)
14. G arrett Bendel (Boston.)

15. John Regan (Iowa)
16. Mike Dallas (Bakersfield)

17. Shun Lewis (Oregon)
iS. Sal Profaci (Central Conn.)
19. Leroy Jackson (Morgan St.)
20. Shawn Crosswhite (Fresno)
21. Dave Dameron (Michigan)
22. Craig Campbell (Eastern)
23. John Venisile (Fdinboro) | |
24. Ray Leonard (BYU)
25. Kurt Howell (Clemson)

admit. But with so many re
turners from a team that fin
ished second in Div. Ill last
year, there does not seem to be
anything stopping the Indians
from attaining that champion
ship and an NJAC champion
ship.
150 POUND CLASS
NATIONAL RANKINGS
1. Tim Krieger (Iowa State)
2. Dave Morgan (Bloomsburg)
3. Kart Monaco (MSC)
4. Terry Kennedy (Edinboro)
5. Brian Dolph (Indiana)
6. Tom Sell (Chattanooga)
7. Ken Ramsey (Ohio State)
8. Dan Russell (Portland State)
9. Pat Duthic (Boston)
10. Paul Radomski (Navy)
11. Pat Hogan (Northern iowa)
12. Mike Carpenter (Iowa)
13. R. McCutchen (Utah St.)
14. Stacy Richmond (Mich. St.)
15. Scott Hovan (Pittsburg)
16. Robbie Winter (BYU)
17. lobin Roitsch (Wyoming)
18. Pat Waters (Cornell)
19. T. Flcischman (New Mex.)
20. John Johnston (F&M)
21. Tim Whitmann(Penn State)
22. J. Saunders (Arizona St.)
23. Todd Layton (Norte Dame)
24. George Johnston (Oregon)
25. D. Wlodorz {Cleveland St.)

M SC ’s D om ingues
to run in N ationals
By Tracy Anderson
Staff Writer
Who could ask for more than
an advancement to the Na
tionals and an impressive exhib
it of skill? The MSC lady
Indians achieved both of these
feats plus All Mid-East confer
ence titles this past weekend at
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Regional
Championship.
Brilliant runner Rosa Do
mingues sprinted into the Na
tionals as she placed second out
of a total of 169 this past
weekend. Domingues not only
is the first female athlete to
qualify and participate in the
Nationals for MSC, but she also
holds a new school record for
running 31 miles in a time of
19:03.
Domingues will leave today
for St. Louis, Missouri, where
she will train to prepare herself
for the NCAA Nationals, being
held this Saturday.
“I’m privileged to coach an
athlete with such determination
and motivation,” said assistant
coach Noelle Collura.

The lady Indians conquered
great competition and placed
fifth overall out of 36 teams.
Running at high speed, Jen
nifer Abrahamsen placed 24th
with a time of 20:02. Pat And
erson placed 41st at a time of
20:24. Both girls were selected
for the All Mid-East Conference
Cross Country team.
Also running for the Indians
were Bernadette Wykpisz, who
placed 55th, Jill Robertson,
who ran 61st, and Alicia Hennessy, who finished 99th. Hennessy, along with Anderson,
were selected to the All MidEast Freshm an Conference
team.
“I’m so excited for all the
girls, their times were at their
best,” said Collura.
The Indians all ran extremely
well and together, bringing
home a spot in the Nationals,
new school records, and four
titles for the All Mid-East.
Conference.
“We made history three times
in one day,” said John Blanton,
head track coach. “I’m very
pleased and could not have
asked for more.”

B o o te r s lo s e 1-0

Indians
out of
tourney
By Ian Saarmann
Staff Writer
The MSC men’s soccer
team had a year like no other
in the school’s history of the
sport.
Though the Indians lost in
the Eastern Collegiate At
hletic Conerence (ECAC)
Final Four to Williams Col
lege, 1-0, they finished with
their best record ever at 174-3.
Going into 1988, the Indi
ans had an improved and
extended schedule. The Indi
ans started off slowly at 22-2, but then had reeled off
a string of ten unbeaten
games to improve their re
cord to 11-2-3.
MSC also won six out of
its last eight games to finish
with a school record seven
teen wins.
There were some big con
tributors to the Indians’suc
cess this season. Goalie Jim
Stahl started 22 out of the
24 games and recorded 14
shutouts while stopping 109
shots on the year.
All-American candidate
Rob Chesney anchored a
strong defense with six goals
and four assists.
A very pleasant surprise to
the team was freshman sen
sation Kevin Pladl. Pladl
came on strong toward mid
season, scoring 11 goals and
adding four assists in just 14
games.
Despite the great regular
season record, the biggest
achievement for the team
came in post season play,
despite the fact that the
Indians did not qualify for
the National Collegiate \ thletic Association playoffs.
The Indians not only qual
ified for the ECAC playoffs,
they won the Metropolitan
New York-New Jersey
Championships by defeating
Drew in the first round 1-0
and then defeating New Jer
sey Institute of Technology
in the Metro Finals by a
score of 2-0.
All in all, the 1988 soccer
season at Montclair will be
remembered as the school’s
best. The good thing is that
the prospects for next year
are even brighter, as many of
the players return.
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By Mary Carlomagno
Staff Writer________________
A new face on the MSC
hockey team this year is sopho
more Dave B arbossa, this
week’s Montclarion Athlete of
the Week.
The left wing dominated in
the Indians’ most recent game
with four goals, taking the team
to a 13-3 win over New Paltz
Sunday. Presently, MSC is 31.

“Everyone helps each other
o u t,” stated Barbossa. “ We
definitely have the talent and
leadership to win the conference
this year.”
Barbossa feels the team has
really come together since the
first game against H ofstra.
After suffering that loss, “the
team really came together both
on the ice and off. The last three
games we played really well,
because we were more pre
pared.”
The Hudson-Catholic alum
nus is enjoying a very successful
rookie year at MSC. “I feel I
am contributing to the team’s

success right now,” he said. “But
it is not just me out there. The
whole team is winning, and that
is what’s most important,” he
continued.
Barbossa thinks that he is
only doing his job, to ensure a
conference title, which ‘eve
ryone wants very badly this
year.’ After not achieving the
title last season, the Indians are
hungry for a conference cham
pionship.
The skater is confident about
the success of the MSC squad
this season. “We have a lot of
good skaters. If we work the
puck and set up plays, we can
really take charge on the ice.”
W ith determ ination and
energy, Barbossa believes the
Indians have what it takes to
win the conference.
“After we lost the first game,
the team got motivated and
learned not to take another
team too lightly,” said Barbos
sa.
“Rutgers is the most impor
tant game to win right now.
They are the best in the league
and the team to beat. We need

for everyone to come out ready
to play.’
As a sophomore on a very
young team, Barbossa feels that
‘everyone helps each other quite
a bit. We definitely look up to
the captains to set an example.’
Talent will be the key for the
Indians. “If we do everything
right and play to our ability, we
can’t help but win,” he ex
plained.
Led by newcomer Barbossa,
the Indian hockey team may be
the team to watch.

LAKE GEORGE
NEW YORK

The Indians will he in action
tonight against Rutgers Uni
versity at the Meadowiands
before the D evils’ game.
Sunday, M SC faces o f f
against William Paterson at
the Montclair Arena, and on
December 3, ¡he Indians take
on Fardham University at
McKay Park.
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Both teams in weekend tournaments

M en , w o m e n o p e n h o o p se a so n to m o rro w
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor
Both the men’s and women’s
basketball teams of MSC open
their seasons this weekend with
non-conference tournaments.
The women will travel to
Emmanuel College Friday to
participate in a four-team tour
nament, while the men’s team
will play in the West Chester
Tournament.
Jill Jeffrey, head coach of the
women’s team, goes into this
weekend with a “different team”
from last season.
“We lost two four-year play
ers to graduation (Nancy Phil
lips and Sue Ehrmann), and we
also lost a player to an off
season injury (Tomasena Po
well),” Coach Jeffrey said.
However, the lady Indians
will have a solid nucleus to work
with as Sue Becker (“Our only
senior, great floor leader”)
Carolyn Savio (“excellent offen
sive re b o u n d e r”) and Kim
Wilson (“We’ll need her scor
ing”) are back from fine seasons
last year.
Also returning for MSC is
Fran Collins, who, according to
Jeffrey, has earned herself a
starting position by working
very hard, and sophom ore
Cindy Dormann.
Junior transfer Patty Cumber

is recovering from an illness, but
will see action for the Indians
this season.
Freshm an Michelle Hoey
leads a top-notch class of fresh
man for the Indians. Hoey was
a first-team All-State player at
H arrison High School last
season.
Other freshmen who may
make an impact for the Indians
include Stephanie Zielinski,

who as a point guard led her
high school to the state cham
pionship last season, and
D onna F erriero, who was
second-team All-State last year
at Harrison.
“We are a very young, very
new team that might take some
lumps early, but because of our
trem endous work ethic and
effort, we have the type of team
th at can learn from those

lumps,” said Jeffrey.
Coach Gelston said that the
men’s season-opening tourna
ment this weekend will “be a
very good indicator for us as far
as our strengths and weaknesses
go. It will be a good test for
us.”
Coach Gelston was happy
with the performance of the
m en’s team last week at a
scrimmage at New Paltz. Gel-

ston is equally pleased with a
few adjustments which the team
has made.
The most notable of these
changes were the switch of Pat
Brunner from guard to small
forward and the insertion of
W ilbert Jones into the big
forward position.
Though the team is a bit
lacking in size, the Indians are
a very deep team, as illustrated
by Gelston’s assertion that MSC
“will play 10 people every
game.”
“The strength of the freshmen
seems to be in the backcourt,”
said Gelston. “We have a backcourt that is better able to cope
with a pressing defense. Also,
the addition of Vinny Gulbin at
center gives us another dimen
sion and depth at center.”
Gelston also said that the
team will utilize a pressing
defense, but “it wouldn’t be with
reckless abandon. Not a lot of
doubling and tripling, but good
individual pressure.”
As usual, the New Jersey
Athletic Conference will be
tough, from top to bottom, and
the class of the field will prob
ably be Trenton State.
“They have a host of veterans,
including Greg G rant, and
they’ll be the team to beat,” said
Gelston. “In fact, I don’t really
see any ‘gimmees’ in the whole
conference.”
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M S C S.I.D. Langer
is one of area’s best
By K enny P eck
Our S .I.D . is A-O K A school’s Sports Information Director is somewhat like a refereehe’s not really noticed unless he screws up. That’s why there aren’t many people around MSC
who know who the hell A1 Langer is.
A1 Langer is the Sports Information Director of Montclair State. Though, he’s only held the
position for about 11 months, he has developed three traits which are absolutely crucial for a
a person in his position-accessibility, cordiality, and knowledgeability—and become one of the best
in his field in this area. If there’s anything you need to know about MSC sports, and you want
to find out, you will.
This shouldn’t be taken for granted. Not all people in the field possess these traits. In fact,
some don’t possess any of them.
Let’s take William Paterson, for example. Last Friday night, William Paterson hosted Wagner
College. Seahawk running back Terry Underwood was nearing records for yards rushing in a season,
both school and national records, yet there were no announcements regarding how many yards
Underwood had, how many he needed to gain, etc. None. William Paterson Sports Information
Director Joe Martinelli was right in the press box, as was Wagner Sports Information Director
John Stallings. Yet nothing was announced. It was later learned that those in the press box were
aware of exactly where Underwood stood, and that he had in fact broken the record during the
game. But no one bothered to announce it. In fact, when approached by fans inquiring about
the record, both were downright abrasive.
Now come on, fellas. If you ever want to be good Sports Information Directors, you need
to be, well, accessible, cordial, and even knowledgeable. In short, you need to take a lesson from
A1 Langer.
A t the M eadow lands

Tuesday night at the Big M, Mudstone got off to a slow start-last, in fact. But Mudstone made a big move and actually challenged for the lead before tiring
in the six-furlong affair. Eventually, Mudstone was back where he started-last. But Mudstone
impressed us so much that we felt he merited mention in this week’s column. Look for him in
the same class, which was a moderate allowance race for New Jersey breds.
Last week’s selection: Darby’s Venture didn’t run.

Freshmen

Sophomores

Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.
1. W ho is the only player to have led the N CA A , the
NBA, and the ABA in scoring?
2. W hat NBA team set a record in the 1971-1972 season
by winning 33 straight games?
3. W hat star pitcher led the Yankees to a W orld Series
in 1978?
4. W hat NBA all star answered to Big D?
5. W hat N ational League team did Charlie Finley try
to sell pitcher Vida Blue to for $1.75 million
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
In 1977, Ken N orton held the num ber three world ranking
in heavyweight boxing. Nam e num bers one and two.
M uham m ad Ali, George Forem an.

Submitting the correct answer was:
Elaine M cIntosh, Phyllis Burke, T rina Clinton, M arta
Pane, D ina M anieri.

This week’s stumper:
W hat pitcher holds the best winning percentage am ong
20 game winners?

Juniors

PILOTS WANTED

Sw im m ers as deep
as they are talented
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

C urrently openinqs exist for aviation applicants
q rad u atin q in 1990,1991 or 1992. 20/20 vision is
req u ired and applicants m ust be in excellent
physical condition. Ho specific m ajor is required.
______

Qround Officers are also needed.
Call Captain Bruce at 750*9405.________

The MSC swim team enters
the 1988-89 season with a pos
itive attitude and the talent to
back it up.
The men’s team returns seven
swimmers while the women
have four veterans. Together
with an impressive group of
newcomers, this season may
prove to be a success as the
Indians combine depth and
talent.
For the men, senior captain
Karl Angersbach (free), seniors
Mike Pavolony (fly), Andy
Pecoraro (fly) and Cesar Atehortua (breast) are back, as well
as junior Mike Spano (back)
and sophomores Bobby Bagnato (breast) and Rich Volpi
(free).
Pavolony and Pecoraro stand
a good chance to make Na
tionals for the 200-yard butterf
lyVolpi returns from a good
season last year and hopes to
improve this season with a view
toward being a finalist at Na
tionals, while Bagnato is chas
ing a school record in 100-200
yard breaststroke (1:01)

The freshmen class of Matt
Gorski (free), James Madden
(IM), Aaron Miller (back) and
Frank Viola (Diver) will give
MSC a much needed boost.
Last season, the team had only
seven members, and MSC was
unable to fill more events and
gain more points.
Junior Tim O’Connor (IM)
returns after a one-year layoff,
and the addition of sophomores
Jeffrey Guengul (fly), Duke
Harding (free) and Hank Kobik
(free) and junior Scott Langan
(free) will give the team more
depth.
Harding, together with Gors
ki, will combine to help An
gersbach in the sprint freestyles
and gain points that MSC
would have been unable to gain
last year.
The women’s team is led by
returning captain Kim Muller
(back), as well as juniors Sandy
Sanchez (free) arid Grace Smith
(diver) and senior Patty Ru
dolph.
Freshmen Dawn Castellano
(free), Jenny Clark (Diver),
Kathryn DeGraff (free) and
Kim Geradis (free), as well as
sophomores Leslie DeLuca (fly)
and Lori Kopec (back) round
out the team.

Inside:
M SC offensive line a big plus p. 20
Domingues to compete in Nationals p. 21
Wrestlers will take no prisoners p. 21
Barbossa-Athlete o f the Week p. 22
Swim team over the deep end p.23

A grand finale for MSC
By Bryan Morvtko
Staff Writer

Photo by Kenn Onorevole
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Mike Codella
breaks loose for a 28-yard
gain during_ Saturday’s New Jersey Athletic Conference matchup at
Senior running 1back
----- -----------------------_
Sprague Field. The Indians defeated Glassboro State, 36-14, in the final regular season game for both teams. For the full story
see right.

The Indians finished their
12th straight winning season
with a record of 8-2. 5-1 n the
New Jersey Athletic Conference
(NJAC), after a 36-14 win over
Glassboro State College (GSC)
Saturday night.
That record was good enough
t e earn them second place
"honors in the NJAC, but un
fortunately was not enough for
post season play.
Scott Vega led the team with
two touchdowns on the day,
both coming on the ground.
Vega carried for 69 yards on 13
carries and also gained 37 yards
on two catches.
Mike Codella finished out his
collegiate career with 106 yards
on 13 carries, including one run
for 28 yards.
Quarterback Ed Baffige fin
ished the year on a strong note,
completing 14 passes on 22
attempts for 184 yards and a
touchdown. The touchdown
was a five-yarder to Jeff McGre
gor, who had 65 yards on three
receptions for the day.
Defensive end Paul Cioffi
finished his sophomore year
with a bang as he broke Dan
Zakachefski’s record of 14 sacks
in a season. Cioffi recorded two
sacks in the GSC game, bring
ing his total to 16 on the season.
The secondary had a banner
game as well, coming up with
two crucial interceptions.
The first came as free safety
David Harris picked off a pass
in the second quarter and then
raced 40 yards for a touchdown.
The second came at a critical
point, as freshman Artie Wil
liams grabbed his first of the
season on the one-yard line to
stop a Prof threat.
Anthony Colasurdo went two
for three in the field goal
department, finishing the year
10 of 16.
The Indians took a 21-14 lead
into the locker room at the half
after GSC scored twice in the
second quarter.
The rest of the game belonged
to the MSC defense, however,
highlighted by M att Clark’s
tackle of the Prof quarterback
in the end zone for a safety.
Vega followed up with a
touchdow n, and C olasurdo
kicked one of his two field goals
to end the scoring.

